LA 490 Comp Class No. 2

Jerry Diethelm  diethelm@uoregon.edu  346-1441: office  206-2947: cell
Agenda: Class No. 2

• Design Project Phases & Comp Project

• Project Choice, Naming & Scoping
  – “The OREGON COAST”, “A CENTER FOR EVERYTHING”

• Review: Former Project Presentations
  – Class discussion:
  – What were these projects about?
  – How have they made them comprehensive & distinctive?
  – What resources do you think they required?

• Assignment No. 1 pin-up next Tuesday
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Comp is a two-term sequence.

Valuing expands our understanding of aboutness.
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But, I think it’s a mistake to think of this beginning as “pre-design”. Designing has its origins, its possibilities and its potentials in the processes we’ll be talking about here. It’s really designing all the way!

Our goal then, and a useful way to test whether a project has developed far enough, is to be able to make a first schematic proposal by term’s end.

And so our question is, “What goes into a satisfying and successful Comp Prep?”
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• Design Project Phases & Comp Project

• Project Choice, Naming & Scoping
  – “The OREGON COAST”, “A CENTER FOR EVERYTHING”

• Review: Former Project Presentations
  – Class discussion:
  – What were these projects about?
  – How have they made them comprehensive & distinctive?
  – What resources do you think they required?

• Assignment No. 1 “Project on a Page” pin-up next Tuesday